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ABSTRACT.  The purpose of this paper is to affirm a conjecture of C.

de Boor, namely: The W ,p-splines converge in W 'r\a, b] for all r, 1 < r < •*>,

to the Favard solution as p tends to infinity.

1. Introduction. Let/be an element of the Sobolev space Wk,p[a, b]

and let 7T = {t¡}?=f, where a < f, < t2 < • • • < tn+k < b and ti+k -t¡>0,

i = 1,. . . , n. We define flats Gp, 1 < p < °°, in Wk'p [a, b] by

Gp = {g G Wk<P [a, b] : «%,) = /<»(*,) for

i = I,. .. ,n + k where/ = j(i) = max[/-m: tm = t¡] }.

Many authors, including Favard [4], Golomb [6], Jerome and Schumaker [8],

Smith [9], Fisher and Jerome [5], Chui and Smith [1], and de Boor [3] have

studied problems related to the minimum seminorm problem

(1.2) inf   WDkg\\p.
geGp

We will call solutions to (1.2) Wfc,p-splines (with respect to Gp). There are many

equivalent formulations of this problem. Perhaps the most fruitful view was the

formulation put forth by Favard [4] and then resurrected by de Boor [3]. A

brief account of this method follows. If we denote by [t¡,.. . , t¡+k] the kih

divided difference operator, then the set

(1.3) Gk = {gG V [a, b]:g = Dkg for some g G Gp }

has the equivalent description

(1.4)
Gkp = {g G V [a, b] : Jl Mi>kg = (*!)[*„ ..., ti+k]g,

i = I,. .. , n for some g G G \
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Here, M¡k(t)¡k\ = [f,-, . . . , ti+k] ( • -r)+-1/(fc - 1)! is a 5-spline of order k

normalized to have unit integral.  It is clear that finding the Wk,p-spline is equiv-

alent to solving

(1 5) mîk k]]P-

Thus, viewing the {M¡ k}"=1 as a sequence in Lq, 1/p + l/c7 = 1, we can in a

standard fashion regard (1.5) as a Hahn-Banach extension problem, guaranteeing

existence of solution for 1 < p < °° and uniqueness of solution for 1 < p < °°.

Let Sp for 1 < p < °° denote the Wk,p -spline (hence Sp solves (1.5)).

Smith [9] proved that every sequence pn —* °° has a subsequence pn< —► °°

so that {SPn>} converges to a Wk'"-spline, de Boor [3], following Favard,

produced a Wk' "-spline which is the unique solution of a certain intrinsic se-

quence of L°° minimization problems. This solution is called the Favard solu-

tion. We will prove the following theorem which affirms a conjecture of de Boor

[3].

Theorem 1.1.   For 1 < p < °°, let Sp be the element of minimal IP semi-

norm in Gp and let S„, be the Favard solution.  Then as p —> °°, Sp —> S„ in

Wk-r for allr,Kr< °°.

This will be proved by a sequence of lemmas in the next section which

are of interest in their own right.

2. Proof of the main result.  Suppose that we have a finite-dimensional

subspace M of L°°(N1 ), where N1 = [a, b] is a compact interval, and that {/„ } C

M is a sequence which is bounded and bounded away from zero. Let { e„ } be a

sequence of positive numbers which converges monotonically to zero. We wish

to construct a "limit point," in some reasonable sense, for some subsequence of

{hn }, where hn = \fn I6" sgn(/„). As will be made clear below, this is a major

step needed to prove Theorem 1.1.

We will actually show that a subsequence of {hn } converges almost uni-

formly, a.u. (i.e. in Lp(Nl) for all p, 1 < p < °°). Note that hn can be written

as

(2.1) h„ = (\fn l/ll/„ \\NJn \\fn I«.  sgn(/n/||/n U^)

where llgll^ denotes the Z,°°-norm of g restricted to the set A.  We may assume,

by going to a subsequence, if necessary, that /„/ll/„ \\Ni -*/G M uniformly

(since dim M < °°) and that ll/„ll^1 —► m < 1.  Setting N2 = {t ENX: f(t) = 0},

we have

(2.2) KrEA^JvV l/(/)Ke}hO   as e —► 0
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and hence

sgn(/„/ll/„ll;v1)-+sgn/j

(2-3) (a.u. on Nt\N2.

OfnWjN^^l)

(In the above and throughout, Ul denotes the Lebesgue measure of the set A.)

Consequently, hn converges a.u. on JVjNA^ to m sgn/. If N2 has measure zero,

we are done; otherwise, we restrict our attention to N2 and repeat the process.

The precise details are in the following algorithm, that constructs a function h,

which can easily be seen to be the a.u. limit of a subsequence of the sequence

The Lp algorithm.   SetMj = M, Nx = [a, b] andz'= 1.

Step 1. Passing to a subsequence if necessary, set mt = lim,,^^, ll/n ll^f.

Step 2. If m¡ = 0, set h \N. = 0 and stop.

Otherwise, we use the fact that M¡ is finite dimensional and, passing to a

subsequence if necessary, set \p¡ = limn_>00 (fn ljvf.)/ll/„ Hjv,..

Step 3. Set Nl+l = {/ GN¡: \pfi) = 0} and set h\N. = m¡ sgn \p¡.

Step 4. Set Mi+, - {<p\N¡+, : <p € M,}.

If dim(M/+1) = 0, stop. Otherwise increase i by one and go to Step 1.

It is easy to see that the algorithm terminates since dim(M) < °°. We have

just proved the following

Lemma 2.1. Let M, {fn }, and en be as above.  Then, for some subsequence

in of positive integers, the sequence

(2.4) K = W"Wftn

converges almost uniformly (i.e. in Lr for all r, 1 < r < °°) to a function h in

L°°(N1) with the following properties: For some strictly decreasing sequence

N1DN2D- • ■ D Nq+1 with q < dim M,

(2.5) h = M¡ sgn \p,   on N¡\N¡+1,      i=l,...,q,

with m¡ G [0, 1] and tyiGMi = {<p\N.: <t>GM}.

Actually, with a little more work it could be shown that a subsequence

could be obtained which converges in measure. We need one more lemma in

order to prove Theorem 1.1. Let M = span[0j,. . . , (j>n] be an «-dimensional

subspace of ¿~[a, b], (-~ < a < b < «>). For g G L~ [a, b] set

(2.6) Gp = Gp(g) = h G Lp [a, b] : f* H = £ g<¡> for all <p G m\.
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By a standard duality argument [7, p. 76] for 1 < p < °° the element of

smallest ¿p-norm in G   is given by

(2.7) sp = Rp^-' sgn *q,      Up + Mq = 1,

where \pq EM satisfies W^qWq — 1 and

(2.8) Rp =       max       f  g0 = J  ^

Clearly, Rp ~* R„ as p —*■ °°. We will show that sp converges to s« (the Fa-

vard solution to be defined below) a.u.

In [3], de Boor describes a procedure first suggested by Favard [4], for

producing an "extremal" element of minimal norm in Goo-  In our notation this

procedure is described below.

Favard's procedure.   Let Nt = [a, b],Ml = M be as above, and

So G S«.
Step 1. Set/= 1.

Step 2. Set ri = inf {ll^ll^.: g £ G^} with

<?-,, = {gE ¿~(JV,-): $N¡ gd> = ¡Nf g0<j> for all 0 E M,j

and pick g¡ E G„¡ satisfying llg,-11^. = r¡.

Step 3. If M,- = {01^.: 0 £ M} has dimension zero, set N¡+1 = 0. Other-

wise, pick \p¡ £ M¡ so that \\\¡j^i,n¡ = 1 and ll^-llyv,- = Sn- Sí^í and set N¡+1 =

{i£iV,.:^(0 = 0}.
Step 4.  Redefine g0 to equal g¡ on A^.

Step 5. If m(Ni+1) > 0, increase / by 1 and go to Step 2. Otherwise

stop.

A remarkable fact proved in [3] is contained in the theorem below.

Theorem (de Boor).   Favard's procedure produces a unique function

which depends only on Nv Mv and the flat G„, and does not depend on the

initial function güEG„.

This result is the key to proving that the IP solutions s   converge almost

uniformly, as p —* °°, to the solution produced by Favard's procedure (which

we call "Favard's solution").

Lemma 2.2.  Let s  be the element of minimal Lp-norm in Gp where 1 <

p <°°, and let s„ be the Favard solution.  Then

(2.9) sp —*■ So, almost uniformly, asp—*■<*>.
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Proof. We will show that the function h produced in Lemma 2.1 as a

limit of Sp   = hp   is sx, independent of the initial sequence pn —*■ °°. This

shows via Lemma 2.1 that every sequence has a subsequence with a unique limit

which by standard arguments implies that s   —► s«, almost uniformly.

It remains to verify that h = sx. Let tf/¡, m\, and A7,' be as in Lemma 2.1

for a given subsequence of pn —♦ °°. If we begin Favard's procedure with g0 =

h, then, by choosing

(2.10) ri=m'v    *i **i.   N2=N"2,

we can insure that g0 is not changed during the first step. Suppose we have

arrived at the ith step with « unchanged on A^Y/V^j. Then it is easy to see

that h is an element of minimal norm in GM |+ j, since there is a \pi+ j = \J/'i+1

GM/+1 satisfying

IIA|k+i=(Li+1^;+i)/^i+i»i^+1
(2.11)

= (X/+1 4.)/I*i+ili^,+ i < <*■*,+1

for any gGG„ ¡+1. Thus, at each step h can be left unchanged and hence

h = $„. This completes the proof.

As was observed in the introduction, the minimization problem

(1.2) faf   IIZ>H
gGGp

where Gp = {g G Wk-P[a, b] : g(r>(t() =/(/)(i,)} is equivalent to

(1.5) inf. kWp
gee«

where

Gkp={gG Lp [a, b] : J* Mi>kg = (k\)[tit ..., ti+k]g,

i = 1,. .. , n for some fixed g G Gp\

or

Gkp = {g G Lp [a, b] : J* Ml>kg = £ Mukg,

/= 1,...,« for some fixed g G Gp ?.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. With M = span{M/Jfc}"=1, the minimization

problem (1.5) falls into the category of those considered in this section. By
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Lemma 2.2 the solutions sp of (1.5) converge almost uniformly to s,»,.  Let Sp

and S„ denote the corresponding elements in Gx having sp and s«, for their kth

derivatives. Now Sp is obtained from sp by integrating sp back k times and

matching boundary conditions. Since Sp and S„, are in Gp, they agree at k

points (counting multiplicity) and due to the fact that sp converges to sM in the

Z/-norm (1 < r < °°) our proof is completed.

3. General interpolation constraints. Let {\}k=" C (Wk-°°[a, b])* be

linearly independent and have the form

mi  fc-i

(3-D \(f) =EE 4'W'w)
/=1 /=o

where ^,- E [a, b\. For simplicity we will assume that

(3.2) W = /(',),      / = 0,...,*.

As before we set, for 1 < p < °°, and g £ Wk,~ [a, b],

(3.3) Cp = {/£ Wk-P [a, b) : \¡(f) = \<£) for / = 1,...,« + k}.

For 1 < p < » a solution to problem (1.2) will be called a Wk,p-spline and if

1 < p < °° the solution is unique (by (3.2) and uniform convexity of LP) and

will be denoted by Tp. We now prove

Theorem 3.1. Let Gp and Tp be as above.   Then

(3.4) Tp _ Tga   m wk-r[a, b],      1 < r < ~,

asp—+°°.  Here, the kth derivative of T„, is the solution produced by Favard's

procedure.

The proof will just be sketched here since it follows the same pattern as

the proof of Theorem 1.1. Every / E Gp for 1 < p < °o has the representation

(3.5) /(jc) = ¿>*(jc) + fc k(x, t)Dkf(t) dt

where Pkisa polynomial of degree (k - 1) or less and hence is uniquely deter-

mined by (see (3.2))

(3-6) \,.(P2) = A.®,      # - 1.*,

and where Getting /;- be the Lagrange polynomial of degree (k - 1) determined

by Ay, /= 1, ...,*)

(3.7) (* - W(x, t) - £ [(x - t)k+-1 - (t, - t^ll/x).
;=i '

The kernel k(x, t) is called Kowalewski's exact remainder for polynomial interpo-

lation (see Davis [2, p. 71]).
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Thus finding an element of smallest Z,p-seminorm in Gp (i.e. Z,p-norm of

kth derivative), 1 < p < °°, is equivalent to finding an element of smallest

Z,p-norm in

Gkp ={fELp[a, b]:f" 0,-/ = \+k(ê) " Xí+k(PJ) for /= 1, . . . , it}.

Here, 0,-(r) = \+icfXKx> 0» ' = I» • • • > "• Since the 0,- E I°° [a, b] for i = 1,

. . . , n, Lemma 2.1, de Boor's theorem, Favard's procedure, and Theorem 2.1

apply.

Of course, much more generality is possible and the authors are currently

investigating extensions of these results. The fact that there are, in general, so

many best L°° interpolants coupled with the fact that the best IP interpolants

converge to exactly one best L°° interpolant, leads one to believe that there may

be some very sharp theorems involving the structure of the Favard solution.  For

the interpolation problem discussed in §1, de Boor [3] has derived a partial

characterization.
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